
In the next ten to fifteen years Barbados will become increasingly more and more like Jamaica - which – 

after Haiti – is still the most poverty stricken, the most imperialistically exploited most socially 

dysfunctional country in this CARICOM sub-region. 

 

By that time, then, the land of flying fish will  become more like what the land of reggae has long been 

(minus, though, its notorious culture of extreme social criminal violence and illiteracy): severely mired in 

deep social political material paralysis and degeneracy, with ever-growing stratospheric national debt 

levels, increasingly huge wealth and income disparities amongst the various social categories, 

 deepening endemic poverty levels, rampant misallocation of national resources, substantial brain drain 

and capital flight, and acute foreign capital dependency and exploitation levels, et al. 

 

The truth is that Jamaica after periods of material growth and prosperity in the 60s and the early 70s, 

began to experience significant material production distribution stagnation decline and decay ever since 

the mid 70s, and from which it has never fully recovered up to now. Much of the blame for Jamaica’s 

dedevelopment and decline has been rightly placed by many regional political pundits on the reactions 

of some international neo-liberal capitalists to the late Michael Manley’s largely self-styled Non-

Capitalist Path of Development Project in the 70s – Democratic Socialism – which had at its center, et al, 

the augmentation of community social organization, Keynesian fiscal planning, the nationalization of 

many Jamaican enterprises and increased links with some Socialist countries. The Democratic Socialist 

experiment came about at the time of Cold War posturing between the US, espousing Capitalism, and 

the former Soviet Union, promoting Socialism, and which also had involved their respective political 

ideological state satellite underlings/multilateral trading/military blocs. 

 

 Much of the blame for Jamaica’s social political economic ordeals has also been properly placed by 

many other regional political pundits on Edward Seaga’s neo-liberal monetarist agenda which, et al, saw 

the imposition of many harsh and cruel Jamaica Government/IMF structural adjustment policies on the 

Jamaican society, the privatization of many Jamaican government held enterprises and the Seaga-led 

Jamaican government (1980-1988) being a semi-puppet state of the Reagan US Administration and the 

Thatcher UK Administration. 

 

Though Barbados has not been as geo-politically undermined and countered by many Western powers 

as much as Jamaica has been, and though it has not been as imperialistically exploited and ravaged by 

international capitalist powers as Jamaica has been  ( well, since their times of national independence 

and  which along with some other contrastable social conditions in both countries would help to explain 

variations in the rates of dedevelopment between the two country) , there is still sufficient evidence 

that NOT ONLY has Barbados since the 80s begun a long run downward spiral like Jamaica did begin in 

the 70s in terms of the regressions towards the above described socio-political material financial 

malaises, BUT ALSO there has been within the last 15 years in Barbados a number of accelerating 

aggregating factors that are at work to help cause Barbados to  reach some similarly socially disruptive 

positions as Jamaica in 10 – 15 years time. 

 

 Here are just four of those accelerating/aggregating factors – and of which the PDC will place emphasis 



on the last factor later on in this article: - 

 

1) Due to a tremendous increase in  the over-arching constancy of the reproduction of the 

backwardness and perniciousness of countless colonial and non-colonial social politico-economic and 

financial policies and programs of DLP and BLP Governments and of their respective politico-economic 

financial advisors over the last 25 years or so; 

 

2) Due to increasing amounts of foreign political pressures exerted on Barbados, as a result of certain 

strong arm imperialist tactics that are deliberately taken or that are adopted by some global groups - 

OECD; 

 

 3) Due to the growing enormity of the effects of material social decline and decay that these pressures, 

policies and programs have been helping to bring about within the country; 

 

4) Due to an alarming increase in a particular type of abnormal social psychological political behavior 

exhibited by mainstream economists and their political overseers, i.e. their continuing to see themselves 

as not parts – when in fact they are major parts – of the multifarious inveterate ideological politico-

economic financial problems facing Barbados. 

 

So, as Barbados enters its fifth straight year of a worsening political economic financial depression, it is 

clear that people like Mr. Owen Arthur, Mr. Clyde Mascoll, Dr. Delisle Worrell, Mr. Freundel Stuart, Dr. 

George Belle, Senator Geoffrey Cave, Mr. John Williams, Sir Roy Trotman and their other colleagues and 

counterparts inside and outside of the Social Partnership in Barbados  – cannot be reasonably expected 

to be the ones really coming up with political economy and other proposals and programs to help lift the 

country out of the international domestic morass it is in right now. This is so primarily because of the 

very constancy and deliberacy of unprogressive and piss-poor foreign relations and public and private 

sector political economic and financial policies and programs of "these people", and the increasing social 

financial hardships many of these policies and programs have been helping to create in the country. 

 

 

Moreover, "these people" and their very policies and programs are essentially the social political 

ideological philosophical mind products of different sets of long failed social political ideologies 

philosophies psychologies (e.g. Socialism, Economics, Western Finance, TAXATION, the Work ideology), 

which hitherto were long wickedly conjured up and undemocratically unfairly established and 

maintained within a wider cosmic social regional international system. 

 

 

Worse is that "these people" have been falsely, and in some senses, deliberately and unalterably so, 

misbelieving in such failed social political ideologies philosophies and psychologies. So, that when it is 

clear to "such people" that those particularly failed ideologies, philosophies and psychologies form much 

of the basis of many of those wicked inept social political material and financial policies and programs 

and how they therefore help to bring greater disastrous destructive and degrading circumstances to 



many social affairs of the masses and middle classes of people of this country, it should be also clear to 

they themselves ( and to many other Barbadians) that they are muchly about – intent on – using such 

doctrines and actions to bring about or to continue to inflict great harm and injustice on such classes of 

people. Therefore, in such circumstances they cannot ever be about collectively producing any of the 

major social political innovations and progressions that are required to help reverse the widespread 

material financial decline taking place in the country, and that are needed to assist in bringing about the 

repositioning and restructuring of this country in the future. Look how Barbados has tumbled from No 

24 in 1994 on the UN Human Development Index, to No 47 in 2012, as the broad masses and middle 

classes of Barbados have got poorer and poorer financially, and weaker and weaker politically. 

 

 

Fundamentally, too, "these people" are not serious believers in serious national social political material 

and financial innovation and progress (other than in what is technological mainly – they use technology 

to greatly help carry out their exploitative schemes), primarily because they will continue to patently 

falsely misbelieve that all, or most, of these essential fundamental Euro-centric Westernist 

adopted/inspired policies and programs that have remained in place for so long in Barbados ought to 

remain in place, mainly because they wish to continue to make the broad masses and middle classes as 

poor and powerless as possible, for as long as possible. 

 

 

 They muchly falsely preach in their different ways and to their different audiences, how many of these 

failed belief systems and policy programs are really not broken, when in truth and in fact there are. 

Hence there are still seen as acceptable (to them). But let any substantial political economic financial 

problems crises surface in this country, they are sure to say that they arose as a primary result of poor 

handling or management by particular persons of these particular policies and programs. Therefore, 

"such people" only, or mainly, blame individual/group shortcomings, but however not as well, if so, the 

ideologies or most aspects of the particular policies or programs. What foolishness!!  (To support this 

claim see some of the intellectual junk in Mr. Clyde Mascoll’s column titled Objective public policy (part 

2) in the Daily Nation of Thursday, August 2, 2012 ). 

 

 

And, too, "these people" will NOT produce any major social political material and financial such 

innovations and progressions for the benefit of the country, muchly because of the fact that - rather 

than seeing themselves – as so-called leaders with many muddled ideas, and with much political 

selfishness partisanship of spirit and  action, and therefore as people who are major associate causes of 

the multifarious inveterate ideological politico-economic financial problems facing the country, they see 

themselves as wonderful leaders full of vision and political comitment and therefore separate and apart 

from these problems – not as part of them.  By not visualizing themselves - as social professional 

individuals – as part of the problems, they cannot begin to see themselves as part of the solutions to the 

problems, nor can they begin to understand and  resolve such problems without starting to address or 

be addressing their own contributions to them. (Also, neither Manley nor Seaga saw themselves as part 

of the problems besetting Jamaica at the time). 



 

What emerges from such circumstances too is that as many sections of the traditional media in 

Barbados (Starcom Network, CBC, Nation, Advocate, etc.) remain so awkwardly transfixed on these said 

people, it is clear that the they are looking in the wrong direction as "these people" not only provide no 

solutions whatsoever to the worsening national political economic financial problems, but also provide 

no leadership no direction in helping to resolve these vexed problems. So, these sections of the media 

must therefore be seen by many Barbadians as being part of these deep seated national social political 

material financial problems.  And worse, just like Arthur, Mascoll, Belle, Worrell, Stuart, Cave, Williams, 

Trotman, etc., do not see themselves as part of these increasingly severe national problems, these 

sections of the media do not see themselves as part of these problems either. Therefore, just like those 

"same people", they will be providing no major solutions, no leadership in respect of finding solutions to 

these kinds of national problems. 

 

 

Well, two recent back to back Sunday call in programs on Starcom Network show why many Barbadians 

like millions world over have lost much confidence in so-called politicians, political economists, some of 

their mouthings and writings and in their ability to lead.  Whereas, the first program would have dealt 

with some of the politico-economic financial circumstances surrounding the Governor of the Central 

Bank of Barbados’ review of the half year performance of the political economy and services industry 

sectors of Barbados, the second one would have dealt with some of the politico-economic effects of the 

Standard and Poor’s downgrade of the debt profile of the government of Barbados. Yet, in spite of the 

crucial nature of the subjects discussed and the number of so-called politicians and so-called economists 

that were panelists on those programs, as well as media people who were involved, there was not one 

single program of action proposed/set of solutions offered by any of them to lift help this country out of 

the very deep, deep mess it is in. Why?? Again because not one of them saw themselves individually – 

and their philosophical positions, their professional practices, etc. - as part of the fundamental problems 

plaguing besetting this country. 

 

 

 

So, therefore, the majority of the broad masses and middle classes in Barbados cannot in any reasonable 

way continue to put their greatest hope and faith in the intellectually politically bankrupt policies and 

programs of "such people" who continue to deny publicly their own errors, and who continue to fail the 

broad masses and middle classes and their country so miserably. What have become of the 2007 World 

Cup legacy benefits that were talked about in the 2007/8 period by a Mr. Chris Decaires? What has also 

become of the status of the monies that the Four Seasons Project said some time ago it had recently 

received the nod for from the IABD?? 

 

What is so asinine too is that these so-called economists and their political overseers wish for the broad 

masses and middle classes of people of Barbados to listen to them and to support many of their old 

archaic deficient policies, programs, and behaviors, even as they pretend to look around for theoretical 

solutions (mere illogical deviations, derivations and variations of existing failed ideologies, philosophies 



and psychologies that they so much believe in) to many of those same problems (like the ones that 

underpin the current political material financial depression in Barbados) that have been helped/created 

by many of those same unwise policies and programs, and that have long had - as part of their 

ideological philosophical psychological ingredients - some of these same decrepit social political 

ideologies philosophies and psychologies that they irrationally hold onto. 

 

 

Therefore, no serious Barbadian of a fair degree of wisdom and understanding should at any time be 

listening to the Minister of Finance of Barbados, the Governor of the Central Bank of Barbados, talk 

about any useless ill-studied coughed-up Medium Term Fiscal Strategy, which has as part of its content, 

TAXATION – which is THEFT – and which has other aspects which speak to making the broad masses and 

middle classes in Barbados poorer and more pauperized.  Nobody whatsoever!! 

 

 

But, sorry to say it too, Barbados will not only become like Jamaica in the above described ways, but will 

also remain – like Jamaica has been too - in such very vicious, deplorable states of affairs until the vast 

proportion of those multifarious ideological politico-economic financial problems which would have 

helped carried it to that point are totally resolved and/ or are properly rectified in this country. 

 

But, still the broad masses and middle classes of people of Barbados can help bring an entire halt to such 

dizzyingly fast slides downwards into such adverse circumstances. First, as many of the masses and 

middle classes as possible in Barbados must view themselves as being parts of these problems  – albeit 

as lesser parts of these problems than the so-called leaders and so-called higher professionals are – and 

must therefore resolve to finding solutions to them. Second, as many of the broad masses and middle 

classes as possible must realize that two of the biggest ideological political problems right now in 

Barbados are the DLP/BLP. Third, they must realize that one of the biggest ideological political solutions 

to those particular problems (DLP/BLP) is the absolute permanent democratic removal of the DLP/BLP 

from the government/parliament of this country in six years time from now. Fourth, they must ensure 

that as part of these ideological political solutions, that the DLP and BLP are replaced with coalitions of 

able, progressive thinking civic minded people in this country who must see themselves too as part of 

many of the country's problems and any solutions provided. 

 

Moreover, what must be included as part of number four, must be the following – that the majority of 

the broad masses and middle classes of people must insist that those people, who will replace the DLP 

and BLP in parliament, are political figures who have been proven by many of the Barbadian populace to 

be adamant and serious about changing certain clearly delineated aspects of the Barbadian society for 

the brighter and better. They must also insist that these people who are going to replace the DLP/BLP 

have proven track records in the country as it relates to the putting forward of social, political economy 

and financial proposals and programs for change, for the significant restructuring of the political 

economy and service industry sectors of Barbados and for the securing and maintaining as much as 

possible of greater industrial and social efficiency gains for various national sectors in the country. They 

must also demand that these said proposals and propositions must have the capacity “to pass the tests” 



of common sensical analytical academic scientific rigor and practicability, and the capacity “to pass the 

test of capability” as it relates to intended replacements of many of those said wicked DLP/BLP/colonial 

laws, policies and programs, with many of those same positive far reaching proposals and programs. 

 

Anyhow, there are three particular fundamental indicators that the PDC has over time evolved that 

indicate – aside from the four above described factors -  that on the present old ramshackled DLP/BLP 

Westernist Euro-centric social political material financial trajectory, things materially financially  are 

going to get so extremely hard in Barbados ( esp. for the broad masses and middle classes) in the long 

term, that Barbados will become like Jamaica in a number of ways in matter of 10 – 15 years, unless 

they are improvements in those things. Well, where these particular indicators are concerned, what is of 

critically importance to the PDC about them is more so what they denote for Barbados and the social, 

productive, household and other sectors in Barbados than what some of the usual archaic misleading 

 economic indicators (e.g. so-called growth which is clearly overstated via inclusion of any sectoral 

activity that recycles money – inflation which clearly does not exist,) that are used by some academic 

and political people are adjudged to be saying according to whatever interpretations. 

 

 

The following indicators are: 

 

1) THE REAL ACTUAL COST OF USE OF MONEY (LOCAL). As it stands now, the estimated real actual cost 

of use of local money in Barbados was a staggering 83% out of every dollar in 2011 – and is bound to be 

stratospherically higher on our next assessment. The estimated rate of performance of this indicator 

states that out of every dollar that is transacted in Barbados, it takes a whopping 83% simply to transact 

every such dollar. What this rate tells us is that when measured in money terms the value of gross 

nominal incomes, payments and transfers received by individuals, companies and other entities will 

extremely lower and more anemic over the next 10 – 15 years in Barbados, even as there will also be 

registered totally unsatisfactory output levels in the long run. 

 

 

2) THE REAL ACTUAL COST OF USE OF US DOLLARS IN BARBADOS. As it stood in 2010, the estimated real 

actual cost of use of US dollars in Barbados was a nerve racking 70%. Such an estimated rate of 

performance is bound to be higher  as soon as the information that we wish to do the assessment for 

2011 comes about – might be about 5 – 6 % higher. However, what the last available information tells 

the PDC is that for every US dollar that was transacted in Barbados up to 2010, it took 70% out of ever 

US dollar to transact it. The higher the rate of performance of this indicator, the quicker the use of the 

foreign reserves as well  as the quicker and greater the rate of foreign borrowing by the government and 

many within the private sector and the quicker and greater the rate of selling off of domestic assets by 

locals/foreigners to foreigners to earn much needed foreign exchange. Notice that the rate of doing the 

latter has increased significantly within recent times in Barbados (Almond Beach Club, Barbados Light 

and Power). In 2007, the real actual cost of use of US dollars in Barbados was estimated to have been 

59%. So, one can see that the higher the estimated rate of performance of this indicator the worse and 

worse Barbados’s international trade, investment and international currency positions will be in those 



given times. 

 

3) THE MONEY (LOCAL) TURNOVER RATE THEORY. The estimated rate of turnover for 2011 was 70% of 

the monetary base of this country. What this theory describes and explains is the estimated rate at 

which local money is turned over between various sectors at the national level in Barbados – e.g., the 

political economy, service industry, household, individual and other relevant sectors. What is 

fundamentally important about this theory is that it regards ALL LOCAL MONEY - no matter who 

possesses it or where it is possessed - as being held in STOCK in whatever multifarious amounts and at 

whatever innumerable points in Barbados. Too, whenever this money is used up by individuals, 

businesses and others it is deemed to be TURNED OVER. This theory describes and explains the RATE AT 

WHICH THE MONEY STOCK HAS BEEN USED UP IN THOSE SECTORS NATIONALLY – and which is 

constantly regressed by what is happening consistent with 1 above. Again a look at Mascoll’s column of 

Thursday, August 2, 2012, shows that he does not even consider the rate at which expenditure is taking 

place in the country as part of his argument. He simply looks at the question of boosting spending to 

support growth in the political economy and else of Barbados, when it is clear too that greater national 

spending -under this joke political financal system, for instance, also means  greater government  debt - 

which, he somehow writes, must be reduced. What  serious errors by Mascaoll!! Nevertheless,  the 

slower the rate of turnover, the worse it will be for those sectors in carrying out and meeting certain 

business and social objectives. A look at 2007 information will show that the estimated rate of MONEY 

TURN OVER in this country was an impressive 80%. 

 

 

 (Sorry we dont have any assessments for these things for Jamaica at given times given that we do not 

have the necessary information) 

 

Finally,  a serious analysis of these indicators and the above four factors above by any person capable of 

doing such will show how clear it is that Barbados will become like Jamaica in a number of respects if left 

to the damned DLP and the blasted BLP and certain other negative forces. 


